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Abstract

Social occupational therapy has been located throughout history as a subarea that is built in Brazil, mainly on the emergence of studying, researching, and questioning themes related to the social contradictions and injustices of capitalist society, proposing occupational therapy’s actions that seek to face them. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the chasms created by these contradictions have become increasingly evident, nationally and globally, given the existing structural inequality. The population in social vulnerability is the most impacted by its effects, given the absence and/or insufficiency of resources, prevention strategies, and/or treatment of the disease in their everyday lives, associated with the difficulties of executing social isolation, maintaining employment, and income, as well as less access to health and basic sanitation. Given this, it is understood that macrosocial issues are directly related to the development of the disease and the way it affects different groups. In this way, it is emphasized the importance of the contributions of occupational social therapy, within the scope of research and/or intervention, based on thinking/doing that embraces the wants and needs of individuals and groups, which problematizes the impacts of structural inequalities in everyday life, what strengthens life-affirming movements, autonomy, citizenship, and rights. Finally, promoting strategies for equality and recognition, in the democratization of the possibilities of continuing life in the pandemic and beyond.
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Resumo

A terapia ocupacional social se localiza ao longo da história como subárea que se constrói no Brasil, principalmente na emergência de estudar, pesquisar e questionar temas...
Social vulnerability and Covid-19: considerations based on social occupational therapy

Introduction

Social occupational therapy has focused on the problems that limit the social participation of those individuals and collectives who experience everyday lives marked by social, economic, and cultural vulnerabilities - in a global context of injustices. Thus, it seeks to contribute theoretically, methodologically, and operationally to the transformation of these issues, proposing actions to tackle situations of poverty and inequality, in favor of expanding the possibilities of life and access to social assets and citizenship (Lopes, 2016; Barros et al., 2007).

Thus, this subarea of knowledge and practice is located throughout history as a theoretical-methodological reference built in Brazil, especially in the emergence of studying, researching, and questioning themes related to the contradictions and inequalities of capitalist society, proposing therapeutic-occupational action that seek to cope with them (Lopes, 2016; Barros et al., 2007). In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, caused by SARS-CoV-21 (Organização Pan-Americana da Saúde, 2020), the chasms of these social disparities have become more evident, nationally and globally (Lima et al., 2020; Pires, 2020). The poor population is the most impacted by its effects, given the absence and/or insufficiency of resources, prevention strategies, and/or treatment of the disease in their everyday lives, “[...] due to the greater difficulty of maintaining social isolation, employment, and income, or for less access to health and basic sanitation [...]” (Pires et al., 2020, p. 1).

1 The beginning of the spread of COVID-19 occurred in the province of Hubei, China, and has been spreading rapidly across all continents. The World Health Organization (WHO), on March 11, 2020, characterized outbreaks of the disease as a pandemic. Worldwide, 9,473,214 cases and 484,249 deaths were confirmed by June 26, 2020 (Organização Pan-Americana da Saúde, 2020).
Based on this scenario, this essay seeks to contribute to the debate on the population in social vulnerability and the pandemic of COVID-19, aiming to carry out a critical reflection about the injustices and inequalities in this situation, and also to think about the possibilities of contributions from social occupational therapy, both in the scope of practices and in the production of knowledge regarding these issues.

**Structural Inequality in Capitalist Society**

For Castel (2000, p. 238), the social issue is

> [...] a central difficulty, in which a society wonders about its cohesion and tries to conjure up the risk of its fracture. In short, it is a challenge that questions the ability of a society to exist as a whole, as a set linked by interdependent relationships.

In this way, we are within the complexity of the broad social structure, especially in the relationships of exploitation based on the capital-labor dynamic, and it is an inseparable manifestation of capitalism. Its causality is due to historical, political, cultural elements, etc., based on the antagonistic and controversial relationship between the **social capacity to produce wealth and a large contingent of members without material living conditions** - it is the result of a socially produced scarcity, erected under the command of capital (Netto, 2006; Castel, 2000).

These unequal arrangements are structured based on the “general law of capitalist accumulation”, and occur in mediation with cultural, geopolitical, and historical elements (associated with class, ethnic-racial, gender, sexuality, territory, generational aspects) that are established worldwide, but with the specificity of each national constitution. The consequences of the globalization of capital, neoliberalism, the uncertainty of the world of work, and the dismantling of social protection systems characterize the new manifestations of the social issue in modern society (Netto, 2006), which exposes a contingent of individuals and groups to social vulnerability, understood as a result of precarious work and the fragility of the relational and institutional support network (Castel, 2000).

For Nosella (2008, p. 267), “[...] the main ethical problem today is due to the contradiction between an overconcentration of wealth and the excessive increase in poverty. On one hand, few centers of wealth and on the other, huge regions of misery”. Thus, we corroborate the author in the understanding that these social injustices are an ethical issue in contemporary society since the desire to resolve them is a political option, considering that resources are existing.

Based on Fraser (2006), the social issue produces injustices in the economic and cultural spheres, marked by the exploitation of workers, marginalization of the economy and deprivation of access to material life, and by the logic of cultural domination, disqualification and disrespect. These aspects are present in the poor economic distribution and distorted recognition, which mark the everyday lives of populations in social vulnerability.

In the contradictions of capitalist society, the construction of citizenship and social rights, in dialogue with civil and political rights, is configured as strategies to reduce such injustices and inequalities (Lopes, 2016). These depend, to a certain extent, on the consensus of society and collective demands - including the working class - to provide better conditions for the
survival of socially disadvantaged groups. Thus, public policies, especially social policies, are ways that States build “ [...] for the redistribution of social benefits aimed at reducing structural inequalities produced by socioeconomic development [...]” (Höfling, 2001, p. 31). However, this logic is still based on the capitalist reason that, through a neoliberal structuring, causes these policies to still be produced inadequately and insufficiently, considering that there is a population contingent that suffers everyday from the lack of health services, education, sanitary facilities, among other things, ending up maintaining social inequalities - bearing in mind that the sphere of citizenship is still limited for many (Costa & Costa, 2016; Höfling, 2001).

The data in the report *Piecing Together the Poverty Puzzle* show the gaps in this social inequality, indicating that almost half of the world’s population - 3.4 billion people - still live in poverty, struggling everyday to satisfy basic needs - such as access to sanitation, clean and drinking water, electricity and education and health services (World Bank Group, 2018). The *Tracking Universal Health Coverage: 2017 Global Monitoring Report* indicates that at least half of the people in the world do not have access to essential health services, and each year a large number - about 100 million - of families are brought into poverty because they have to pay for these services, demonstrating the deficit of global social policies in this context (World Health Organization, 2017).

This scenario is no different in Brazil, remaining one of the most unequal countries in the world. In 2015, the sum between the population below the multidimensional poverty line2 and the population vulnerable to poverty represents almost 50% of the country - 100 million people (Silva et al., 2020). These are a consequence of barriers to access to education, health, basic sanitation, employment, and income (Pires et al., 2020; Costa & Costa, 2016; Pires, 2020).

Thus, the everyday lives3 (Galheigo, 2020) of vulnerable populations involve social, cultural, economic, political, and territorial problems, with difficulties in social inclusion and participation. Their experiences are marked by difficulties in accessing social assets necessary for the *maintenance of life, individual and collective*, limiting the experience of significant activities for themselves and their group of belonging. These aspects are even more evident in extreme situations, such as those imposed by the context of the pandemic of COVID-19, in which precarious lives within an inequality policy, are even more susceptible to death, and oppression in eminence is placed as necrophilic (Freire, 1987), in addition to the symbolic meaning, stating which lives are likely to die.

### Pandemic Impacts on Populations in Social Vulnerability

The relationship between epidemic/pandemic and social vulnerability has already been seen in other historical moments such as in the cases of the Spanish influenza, H1N1 (Swine Influenza), and SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome), noting that social inequalities “ [...] are determining factors for the rate of transmission and severity of these diseases [...]” (Pires et al., 2020, p. 1). We seek to think about the impacts of COVID-19 on socially vulnerable populations, breaking with the idea of a democratic

---

2 Multidimensional poverty involves issues beyond income, such as access to treated water, sanitary conditions, an indicator of property, among others (Silva et al., 2020).

3 It is the broader processes that involve individuals to understand everyday life. The everyday life category does not adhere to objective models for understanding social reality, seeking to understand everyday life as a place of subjective, cultural, political, economic and historical circulation, within the lived experiences, desires and dreams (Galheigo, 2020).
disease (Calmon, 2020). It involves social isolation and other prevention recommendations⁴, but it focuses mainly on understanding how macrosocial issues are directly related to the development of the disease and how it affects different population groups.

In this sense, groups that experience the daily lives of greater poverty are more exposed to COVID-19. For example, data collected by the New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene show that the city’s poorest urban neighborhoods are being affected the most, not necessarily by the number of cases, but by a greater severity index given other weaknesses associated with access resources needed for treatments or other comorbidities that already affect this population (Pires et al., 2020).

Studies such as in Pires et al. (2020) have pointed out how COVID-19 impacts the poorest countries and regions in the world differently since low-income populations use public transport more frequently, have a higher number of residents per household, have less access to basic sanitation and health, and have the difficulties of maintaining social isolation due to their characteristics of employment and income. The authors also analyzed data from the National Survey of Health (PNS), carried out in Brazil in 2013, by the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), relating a connection between age, education, and chronic diseases and the most serious cases of COVID-19 in the country.

If we consider risk factors to be over 60 years old, to have been diagnosed with diabetes, high blood pressure, asthma, lung disease, heart disease, or chronic renal failure, the PNS suggests that 42% of the population is at some risk group. However, the risk factors do not seem to be equally distributed among the population (Pires et al., 2020, p. 2).

In the Brazilian scenario, the lowest levels of education are directly linked to the poorest strata. Thus, based on data from the PNS from 2013, the research showed that the highest proportion of Brazilians with one or more risk factors (54%) attended elementary school. Also, regardless of age, the incidence of comorbidities (chronic diseases associated with the most severe cases of COVID-19) is higher in people with less education level (42%), considerably increasing the risk of this group.

Highlighting the black Brazilian population, which still occupies the places of greatest poverty in the country, the Agência Pública published a study based on data from the Ministry of Health (MH)⁵, showing that the number of black people who died of COVID-19 in Brazil between the weeks of 11 to 26 April 2020, increased fivefold⁶. Also, it reported a 5.5-fold increase in black Brazilians hospitalized with SARS motivated by COVID-19, with one death after every 3.1 hospitalizations⁷. This reality is different from the white population, in which the

---

⁴ The preventive measures of COVID-19 involve isolation and social detachment, washing hands with soap and water or with appropriate alcohol-based disinfectants (Organização Pan-Americana da Saúde, 2020).

⁵ As reported by the Agência Pública, the MH did not include the notification forms with ignored race/skin color information. Specific information about the black population began to be released only on April 11, 2020, at the request of Working Group about Black Population Health of the Brazilian Society of Medicine of Family and Community.

⁶ According to the Agência Pública, the number went from just over 180 to more than 930.

⁷ In the state of Amazonas, most deaths are of black people. More than 13 black people died for each white person’s death. Around 850 sick black people in serious condition and more than 340 deaths were registered by the Health Department. Regarding the white population, there were 81 serious cases and 25 deaths, according to updated data on April 29, 2020 (Muniz et al., 2020).

---
number of deaths and hospitalization increased slightly more than three times, with one death every 4.4 hospitalizations (Muniz et al., 2020). Rita Borret, coordinator of the Working Group about Black Population Health of the Brazilian Society of Medicine of Family and Community points out that there is no biological issue for greater incidence in black people. The central issue is racism and the way it operates, hindering this population to access health services (Muniz et al., 2020).

This reality is not only in Brazil. In the United States of America (USA), COVID-19 has also been more lethal in the black and poor population. The country offered little transparency in the racial information of the pandemic, which was later changed due to the map produced by John Hopkins University (Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center, 2020), identifying the USA states that were producing racial clippings. The subsequent data provided a concrete picture, attesting to the greatest impact on the black population (Muniz et al., 2020). Thus, when analyzing the virus’s relationship with the ethnic-racial issue, we cannot forget the understanding of structural racism (Almeida, 2018), which integrates the social, political, economic, and cultural organization of society and is responsible to give meaning, logic, and technology to the processes of inequality and violence. This unfolds in a reality in which the black population is the poorest due to the historical exploitation of this group in the social division of labor.

Therefore, when relating the dimension of racism and social class with the current scenario, there is a need that, while tackling the pandemic should occur in general, actions will only prove effective if there are strategies that consider that the social organization is based on social inequality. Thus, there is an urgent need to build and strengthen policies that address the specificities of the different social groups that are in this situation.

Understanding the specificities of these groups in social vulnerability is, for example, recognizing that the possibility of washing their hands frequently, the use of alcohol, among other hygiene and safety recommendations are extremely complex measures to be adopted, especially in countries where there is a deficit in basic sanitation coverage. In Brazil, according to 2018 data from the National Sanitation Information System (SNIS), almost 35 million people have no access to treated water and 100 million have no sewage. Then, it is exposed as “[...] the conditions of prevention and care are imposed in different ways on different social segments, and the potential for the lethality of the virus [...]” (Calmon, 2020, p. 131).

Extreme poverty is an open wound. There are thousands of people living in precarious conditions, underemployed, who depend on movement, circulation, to earn some income, something that guarantees survival (Calmon, 2020; Muniz et al., 2020). Most of these individuals are subalternized people (black, women, dissidents of genders and sexualities, people with disabilities, and others), historically at a disadvantage in the labor market dispute. In the outskirts, favelas, and other spaces of life of these people, there is a large group of male and female workers who make up the said priority services during the pandemic. Unlike health professionals, these services do not receive prestige or social recognition such as: the cleaners, street sweepers, couriers, domestic workers, drivers, supermarket
workers, gas station attendants, and others. In general, these people depend on social policies for income redistribution and/or who live in employment situations so fragile that negotiation with bosses is not a possibility.

The *uberization* expansion process is directly linked to this. Franco & Ferraz (2019) explain that the concept was used to say about the weakening of labor relationships. Socially unstable people who are under this regime, at times like the present, are even more vulnerable since they have no employment relationship and are separated from enjoying the rights of formal workers. As self-employed workers, they take a variety of risks so that they can provide the service and they have to hold - and be responsible for - almost all the tools necessary to perform the task.

Other populations also have an increase in their risk within this uneven structure. In common periods, the *homeless population* already faces several challenges in the search for citizenship and the guarantee of their rights (Brasil, 2011). Especially now, it has the denial of the State in proposing effective and targeted strategies that favor the necessary care to prevent the contamination and spread of the disease, including among peers.

*Indigenous* people are also directly affected. Oliveira et al. (2020) point to the possible devastating scenario that may occur with the entry of COVID-19 in indigenous territories, given the high transmissibility of the disease, the social vulnerability of isolated populations, and the scarcity of medical assistance and logistical transportation for patients. The research findings point to underreporting in these places as a complicating factor for the control of transmission (Oliveira et al., 2020).

Domestic violence is also a point of attention during the pandemic since women, people dissident of genders and sexualities, children, elderly people, people with disabilities, among other groups, have a greater potential for exposure. Indicators from countries like Brazil, China, and Spain show a worsening of already existing cases, in addition to new cases. Campbell (2020) states that in Brazil, complaints of domestic violence have increased between 40 and 50%, and in France, the index is at 30%. The numbers of cases in China are three times higher, and in Italy, among other countries, the numbers of complaints are also on the rise.

Thus, the pandemic has caused severe changes in the everyday life of the population, regardless of age, being necessary to activate strategies, services, and resources available in the prevention and resolution of the problems, and requiring professionals and researchers to foster strategies. Among them, social occupational therapy is an important subarea of knowledge and practice in this struggle and can offer support to groups in social vulnerability that are differently affected by the social impacts of the disease.

**Social Occupational Therapy: Articulating for Social Justice**

The *World Federation of Occupational Therapists (WFOT)* published a statement entitled *Occupational therapy response to the COVID-19 Pandemic*, recognizing the impacts of this phenomenon on people’s everyday activities in the
context of access to resources, communication, mobility, mental health, and well-being. It also affirmed its professional commitment, together with the development of theoretical and methodological strategies, which contribute to reduce the impacts of the disease and enable access to the necessary and significant activities of the individuals and groups (World Federation of Occupational Therapists, 2020). The Brazilian Association of Occupational Therapists (ABRATO) supported this position, expressing in a note the ethical duty of the profession to contribute in this moment of a health emergency (Associação Brasileira dos Terapeutas Ocupacionais, 2020).

Thus, the therapeutic-occupational actions are important in the conjuncture, especially to minimize the impacts on the lives of the most vulnerable ones, reaffirming that “[... the work in occupational therapy, in the individuals’ everyday lives, only materializes in the fight for possible life for everyone, in all the strength and differences that give them meaning and reduce inequalities” (Malfitano et al., 2020, p. 4). Given the context that deepens the social issue and narrows the chances of life for those historically marked by inequalities and injustices, social occupational therapy has an important repertoire to assist and contribute to the search for social justice. We understand social justice based on the parity of social and everyday participation of the individuals, based on the recognition and respect for differences, access to social assets and decent work, based on an ethical, collective, and political commitment, offering the necessary resources to guarantee social insertion (Freire, 1987; Fraser, 2006; Nosella, 2008).

The actions of social occupational therapy take place within the social area, based on a socio-historical macro and microsocial reading, apprehending structural and everyday life issues, individually and collectively (Malfitano, 2016). Therefore, these professionals seek to carry out interventions “[... articularing, technically and politically, citizenship, universalization of rights, social policies, and the radicalization of democracy [...]” (Lopes, 2016, p. 46), in favor of expanding access to social rights and assets that reach and make life worthy for the population (Malfitano et al., 2020).

Therefore, the central parameter is to approach everyday life from the perspective of the rights to basic social assets for citizens, those in Brazil for example, through the Social Security system, signed in the Brazilian Constitution of 1988 (Brasil, 1988), enunciating the set of actions that must ensure the right to health, social security and social assistance for all individuals, based on social policies that reach and make the population’s dignified life possible (Malfitano et al., 2020). Thus, ensuring, strengthening, and articulating this security system and the maintenance and formulation of social policies at all times but especially in times that make disparities explicit, are guiding aspects for taking action in social occupational therapy.

With these issues as an axis in the pandemic, we can act to establish, map, demarcate and think, together with fragile groups, repertoires of everyday possibilities for overcoming barriers that hinder social participation and access to the necessary care for maintaining human life. Also, we can prevent and treat the disease in the ways of articulating political, social, relational, instrumental, and financial mechanisms for those who are subject to greater vulnerabilities, such as
those who have lost their sources of work and income and/or are subject to precariousness and violence in an intense way.

Therefore, contributions are needed in the field of research in social occupational therapy on the pandemic, producing and disseminating knowledge and practices based on the demands imposed on concrete and emerging realities, denouncing injustices and proposing forms of care, for example, the social impacts of the pandemic in the everyday lives of populations, the use of virtual technologies to assist the individuals, the centrality of public policies for professional action, the construction of tools and policies for acting in extreme situations, among others.

In the intervention in the different social equipment, we can act using the methodologies of the subarea, called social technologies (Lopes et al., 2014). Although not formulated for periods of the pandemic, we bet that they can favor support for vulnerable groups at these times. This can be done by working with Workshops from Activities, Dynamics and Projects within the scope of working with individuals and groups in different services to think about the impacts of the pandemic and prevention and awareness strategies; Singular and Territorial Follow-up, with those who need more care in their territories, given the individual difficulties of mobility, circulation, relational, family and access; Articulation of Resources in the Social Area, providing efforts in the search for sufficient resources for care - whether coming from public agencies, social movements and the community - for those who have lost their support networks due to the new social dynamics, in their relationships and work. For example, to publicize and guarantee access to emergency public cash transfer policies⁸; and, finally, Dynamization of the Attention Network, guiding its teams, strengthening the debate on public policies and the specificities necessary for the current situation, and encouraging that the notifications of COVID-19 be carried out completely, with data about the territory, race, gender, among others, enabling to map who are the most affected individuals and what are the political needs in face of this. However, we also need to think about the construction and improvement of tools so that they can be used remotely due to the challenges that concern the domain of technological devices (smartphones, computers, internet access) by professionals and people who need interventions, but, above all, considering the inequality of access to these assets by the target population of social occupational therapy.

We should also highlight the challenges of acting in a global context of social, economic crisis, and democracy, and particularly affecting Brazil. We have a policy of dismantling social rights. On December 15, 2016, the Constitutional Amendment 95 (EC 95) was approved, with a new tax regime for the next 20 years, placing a limit on federal government spending, leading to the scrapping of social policies. Currently, the federal government - represented by Jair Messias Bolsonaro - has strengthened this dismantling, benefiting the interests of dominant elites at the expense of decent living conditions for the population.

---

⁸ The Emergency Aid, instituted by Law N° 13,982 of April 2, 2020, is a financial benefit aimed at informal workers, individual microentrepreneurs (MEI), self-employed and unemployed, with the objective of providing emergency protection in the period of facing the crisis by the COVID-19 pandemic (Brasil, 2020).
During the pandemic, this attitude is no different. The president’s speeches prioritize the economic issue, not human lives, advocating for the end of social isolation, legitimizing the “sacrifice” of thousands of male and female workers in favor of the stability of the financial market (Lima et al., 2020). Occupational therapy needs to fight against these narratives, radicalizing thinking/doing that privileges human lives - and resist neoliberal, conservative, and necrophilic rhetoric.

Based on the social perspective, “[...] occupational therapy must contribute to the solution of issues imposed by social and cultural contradictions [...]” (Barros et al., 2007, p. 351), using its skills in working with problems developed based on social conflicts, deepened in the context of COVID-19. An action + reflection is important that welcomes the desires and needs of the individuals and collectives, that problematize the impacts of structural inequalities in everyday life, in favor of resistance movements, life-affirmation, autonomy, citizenship, and the rights of people in situation of social vulnerability, and the construction and strengthening of social policies.

Furthermore, the strategies do not end when the pandemic ends. We should consider an agenda for social occupational therapy for the subsequent period. Some projections show that the number of the population in social vulnerability is expected to increase worldwide (Comissão Econômica para a América Latina e o Caribe, 2020), including in Brazil (Pires, 2020). There will be an increase in unemployment, underemployment, and informal jobs, leading several families to poverty and difficult access to services and consumer assets. According to the Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), “[...] the crisis will have the greatest impact on the most vulnerable: people with underlying health problems, the elderly population, unemployed young, underemployed, women, unprotected and migrant workers, with the consequent increase in inequality [...]” (Comissão Econômica para a América Latina e o Caribe, 2020, p. 5). Thus, there is an urgent need to reinvent, using the broad theoretical and practical reference built but recognizing the need to think about new ways of work. So, we will seek to foresee and build propositions in face of the upcoming scenario, in the scope of social care technologies - in the sphere of therapeutic-occupational interventions, in the formulation and articulation of new social policies and programs for socioeconomic stabilization and in the debate on the role of the State in the social protection of populations, which in our view is also the struggle for the guarantee of social security, through the widening of access to public funds by the people, which would happen, for example, with the revocation of EC 95.

Finally, this text expects a think/do social occupational therapy based on social justice and the emancipation of the individuals, to go beyond the conditions imposed by hierarchical domination that engenders and entrenches multiple oppressions (Galheigo, 2016; Fraser, 2006; Nosella, 2008; Freire, 1987). We should foster strategies for equality and recognition, in the democratization of the possibilities of continuing life, autonomously and as citizens, during the pandemic and after - glimpsing a reality that is less and less unequal and believing, as Freire (2000, p. 20) says, that “[...] changing the world is as difficult as possible [...]”.
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